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Above is a sketch of the Religion and Ethics post production network and media assets.
The assets consist of; 8 Premiere/Final Cut Pro Workstations, 2 Premiere PC’s 2 servers, one 
12 TB drive attached to each server, an LTO5 tape drive attached to the backup server, and 
the network infrastructure.

RENAS01 presents 3 share points to the network.  They are called re_edit, re_ingest and 
re_output.

RENAS02 serves as a back up to RENAS01 and sends media to archives on LTO5 tape.

Religion and Ethics Post Production Network Overview
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An app is used to create new project folders within the re_ingest share point.  Media for a 
specific project should go to that project's specific folder in ingest.  When using the app for 
project folder creation, corresponding folders are also created on the re_edit and re_ouput 
share points.

Media created during the ingest process is copied to the re_ingest share point on RENAS01.  
This media is then available to the other users on the network.  


re_ingest

Religion and Ethics Post Production Ingest Process
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The re_edit share point contains mainly project files, and renders. These are contained in the 
"PROJECTFILES" and  "WORKSTATIONS" folders respectively.  Each project has it's own folder 
inside the PROJECTFILES folder.  An app is used to create new project folders within the 
PROJECTFILES folder. Corresponding folders are also created on the re_ingest and re_ouput 
share points.
Within that project specific folder are folders for graphics, logs, music, old projects, other 
versions, other video, scratch track and stills.  Within the root of the project folder should be 
the current version of the FCP or PR project for that project.  Older versions go inside "old 
projects".  If there are alternate cuts (like a web only version) those go into "other versions".  
"Other Video" is intended for the retention of footage not loaded through ingest.  This should 
be kept to a minimum if possible.

re_edit

Religion and Ethics Post Production Edit Process
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An app is used to create new project folders within the re_output share point that correspond 
to folders on the other share points.  These folders are intended to contain the final versions 
of output media only.  Non-revised finished material generally should be deleted prior to the 
project closing out procedure.
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Religion and Ethics Post Production Output Process
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Overnight the media drive on RENAS01 is backed up to the media drive on renas02.  This 
creates a daily backup of the media on the main production server.  The purpose of this 
media is to make regular backups of media in the case of a catastrophic issue with the main 
production storage unit.

Please Note: if media is deleted from the production server, it will be removed from the back 
up server at the next interval.  This process is repeated each night.

re_edit
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Religion and Ethics Post Production Nearline Process
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During the day the media drive on RENAS02 is archived to the LTO tape drive on renas02.  
This copies new media in re_ingest ONLY.

Please Note: Only the re_ingest share point is archived in full, and only the re_edit/
Edit_tobeArchived, and re_output/to_archives folders are sent to archives.  Materials in the 
edit and output share points are not automatically archived, unless in the re_edit/
Edit_tobeArchived, and re_output/to_archives folders. This requires user to move items into 
those locations when they are ready to back them up.
For more please refer to Religion and Ethics Post Production Project Closeout Procedure
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Religion and Ethics Post Production Ingest Archive Process
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The re_edit/Edit_tobeArchived, and re_output/to_archives folders are sent to archives daily 
separately from the re_ingest archive.  Once the media is backed up and verified, the system 
removes the media from the disk.

The media is then removed from the nearline drives the next time they sync from the 
production drives during the nearline process.

For more please refer to Religion and Ethics Post Production Project Closeout Procedure
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The Folders:
This image represents a standard set of folders on a given unit's 
production storage.
There are edit, ingest and output share points.
Each project entered into the production storage has a folder within each 
share point.
Within the project folder on the edit drive are a number of folders to help 
keep project related items organized.
Additionally, there are "to_archives" folders in both the edit and output 
share points.

Closing Out:
Once a given project has been completed it is time to close it out.  This 
entails gathering all the elements of the project and sending them to 
archives.

Ingest Closeout:
Closing out ingest is simple.  Items in this location are automatically archived on a nightly basis.

Output Closeout:
The project output folder should only have the final versions of any type of output in this folder.  Non-revised 
elements should be deleted.
Once the non-final elements are removed, the project folder should moved into the "to_archives" folder.  Once 
it has been archived and verified, it will be removed.

Edit Closeout:
The process for the edit share point is much the same as it is for output share point.  In this case it may be 
helpful to remove unused media, or media that is not owned by WNET, however this is not necessary.
Once the ready, the project folder should moved into the "to_archives" folder.  Once it has been archived and 
verified, it will be removed.

Religion and Ethics Post Production Project Closeout Procedure


